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The existence of compensation clauses, guaranteeing compensation when
governments took private property, in antebellum state constitutions varied considerably
across states and over time. Existing explanations struggle to account for such variation.
I argue that slavery had an important, though varied, influence, depending on the
changing strategic behavior of proslavery constitutional drafters. Proslavery delegates
opposed compensation when they expected to control political decision making, but
supported compensation when uncertain. This argument identifies another way that
slavery impacted US constitutional development, and further suggests that American
rights development resembles the experiences of other countries where elite interests were
threatened.

INTRODUCTION

Proslavery delegates who met in Lecompton, Kansas in 1857 drafted what is

perhaps the most notorious constitution in US history. The document clearly estab-

lished slavery in the territory, exacerbating the concerns of antislavery forces

throughout the country and ultimately dividing the Democratic Party in the run-up

to the 1860 election (Graber 2006, 40). Proslavery delegates had turned to constitu-

tionalism in this instance because they feared abolition once Kansas joined the

Union. Abolition was a distinct possibility. There is some evidence that antislavery

voters already constituted a majority in the territory (Etchenson 2004, 2), but even

if precise evidence was not available, it was unmistakably clear that Free Soilers

from other states had entered Kansas in large numbers to vote illegally against slav-

ery’s establishment (Etchenson 2008, 160). Proslavery delegates, therefore, sought

to protect slave owners from future, democratically elected governments by includ-

ing, among other things, strong assurances that slave owners would receive financial

compensation in the event of abolition (Kansas [Lecompton] Constitution of 1857

[Failed], Art. VII, § 2).

Antislavery delegates convened the following year in Leavenworth to draft a

rival alternative. The Leavenworth Constitution contained few protections for slave

owners and no explicit provision guaranteeing financial compensation for slavery,

even though the constitution offered other property owners some protections
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against internal improvements (Kansas [Leavenworth] Constitution of 1858 [Failed],

Art. I, § 19, Art. XV, §1).

Ultimately, Congress did not accept either the Lecompton or the Leavenworth

constitution. The two documents are instructive nonetheless because they provide

clues about the relationship between slavery and just compensation in US constitu-

tionalism. Drawing on a newly assembled data set of eighty-one antebellum state

constitutions and their drafting conventions (1776–1860), I demonstrate that slav-

ery was simultaneously an inhibitor and promoter of just compensation in American

constitutionalism, depending on the strategic decisions of proslavery delegates at

state drafting conventions. Proslavery delegates were ambivalent about compensa-

tion clauses because, although they secured value, these provisions implicitly con-

doned regulation and perhaps even facilitated takings. If slave owners expected to

control political decision making, they would generally oppose compensation

clauses, which might encourage political opponents to seek compensated emancipa-

tion. Evidence from state constitutions demonstrates that these documents had rela-

tively low compensation adoption rates. However, if slave owners believed they

would not retain firm control over government, like those at Lecompton, then they

supported compensation clauses either to secure fair value or to raise the costs of

emancipation, often to a prohibitive level. These constitutions had relatively high

compensation adoption rates. When proslavery delegates were absent from conven-

tions, like those excluded at Leavenworth, they were in no position to influence

the adoption of compensation clauses. Other property issues were undoubtedly pre-

sent at conventions where proslavery delegates participated, but at conventions

such as Leavenworth they proved decisive. These constitutions contained compen-

sation clauses at moderate rates. Case studies of various conventions further support

proslavery delegates’ varied commitment to just compensation depending on slav-

ery’s or their own political futures.

This explanation about the origins of just compensation in US constitutions

differs from existing accounts. Many claim that compensation clauses, like the one

found in the Fifth Amendment to the US Constitution,1 find their origins in

debates about internal improvements, but compensation clauses were notably absent

from constitutions in many places that spent a great deal on internal improvements,

especially in South Atlantic states. Nor do accounts, which stress ideological shifts

or diffusion of constitutional drafting practices, capture the regional and temporal

variation in compensation clauses found in state constitutional documents.

We no longer associate constitutional compensation guarantees with slavery

because of the reconstruction of the US Constitution following the Civil War. The

Fourteenth Amendment put a decisive end to the practice of compensated emanci-

pation, holding that “neither the United States nor any State shall assume or pay

. . . for the loss or emancipation of any slave” (US Constitution, Amendment XIV,

§ 4), and yet we should nonetheless care about this lost history for several reasons.

First, this argument contributes to a growing literature that identifies the impact of

slavery and illiberal motives on American constitutional development (Smith 1993,

1. US Constitution, Amendment V (“nor shall private property be taken for public use, without just
compensation”).
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1997; King and Smith 2005; Einhorn 2006; Herron 2015). Second and relatedly,

slavery’s influence on the adoption of compensation clauses suggests that the liberal

rights tradition is in part the product of short-term, often illiberal, impulses by

political elites seeking to preserve their interests in reaction to the emancipatory

potential of democratization. American constitutional development, on this view, is

not so different from rights development elsewhere (Hirschl 2004), even though

such similarities often have not been acknowledged.

POLITICAL INFLUENCES ON COMPENSATION CLAUSES

Many property issues raised political and constitutional concerns in antebellum

US politics (Nedelsky 1990; Ackerman 1991), but slavery was special for several

reasons. First, investments in slavery were massive. They constituted the single larg-

est economic investment in antebellum America (Piketty 2014, 158–62). Second,

emancipation created special problems for slave owners and in ways that were dis-

tinct from other types of property. In the aftermath of emancipation, elites would

seemingly either have to pay for the removal of freed slaves under some form of col-

onization scheme (Ford 2011, 370) or face a new political environment in which

freed slaves remained and, potentially, tried to claim slave owners’ other property.

Such redistributive concerns were particularly acute in the South’s slave societies,

which were more unequal, had the most concentrated wealth, and had the richest

elites (Soltow 1989). Under these circumstances, wealthy slave-owning elites were

sensitive to the risks of expropriation that came with democratization. Third, such

concerns were only exacerbated by a small but growing proportion of the national

population that was uncomfortable with the legal protection of human property. To

be sure, these slave societies also witnessed debates about land expropriation

(McDonnell 2006), but the dynamics of large-scale emancipation were largely miss-

ing in more egalitarian states such as Vermont, New Hampshire, or Pennsylvania

(Soltow 1989), where property owners’ shared concerns about land reform and slav-

ery were addressed through gradual emancipation schemes (Litwack 1961). The

interests of slave owners, therefore, were not necessarily the same as those of other

property owners. Under some circumstances, those interests overlapped, but under

other circumstances, they diverged.

Slave owners and constitutional drafters attentive to their interests therefore

had strong motives to devise rules to protect their investments, often through com-

pensation guarantees. Some circumstantial evidence suggests that the Fifth Amend-

ment’s drafter, James Madison, was attentive to precisely such concerns about

slavery. Madison remarked many years after drafting the Bill of Rights that

“whatever may be the intrinsic character of that description of [slavery], it is one

known to the constitution, and, as such could not be constitutionally taken away

without just compensation” (Madison [1819] 1900). President Abraham Lincoln

had something similar in mind when he offered to pay for all slaves in a desperate

appeal to the border states, especially Kentucky, to remain in the Union (Lincoln

1862; Fladeland 1976, 185). However, few are willing to attribute similar motives
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to antebellum constitutional drafters, despite the temporal proliferation of such pro-

visions as slavery became more contested during the antebellum period (Figure 1).2

Alternative, though not necessarily inconsistent, theories have shaped our

understanding of the origins of just compensation in US constitutionalism. Fore-

most among these is the claim that compensation clauses were driven by internal

improvements and by public works projects to improve transportation infrastructure

(Hurst 1956; Horwitz 1977; Ely 2008, 5). The pro-business Whig Party perhaps

advocated such projects most aggressively during the antebellum period, though the

party hardly exercised a monopoly on the policy (Goodrich 1960; Holt 1977). On

this view, compensation clauses constrained governments to ensure that property

owners were protected from total losses. However, compensation clauses also gave

governments license to confiscate property if they paid.

The argument about internal improvements is not inconsistent with the influ-

ence of slavery. Some drafters, like those at the Lecompton convention, simulta-

neously supported compensation clauses to regulate slavery and offer protection from

corporations that might expropriate other types of property,3 but in other places, such

as Virginia, proslavery delegates expressed concern that western representatives would

tax eastern slave owners to pursue infrastructure projects that would effectively abol-

ish slavery (Freehling 1982, Ch. 5). Indeed, South Atlantic states like Virginia

benefited from the second highest level of improvement funding, receiving 25 percent

of federal appropriations between 1800 and 1860 (Malone 1998, 24), but until Vir-

ginia’s convention of 1830, these states did not adopt compensation clauses of any

kind, and many would resist until after the Civil War (Figure 2).4

FIGURE 1.
Compensation Clauses in Antebellum Constitutions (1776–1860)

2. Figures 1 and 2 contain data only from adopted state constitutions.
3. Consider Kansas [Lecompton] Constitution of 1857 (Failed), Art. XII, § 2.
4. The regional and divisional designations are adopted from the US Census. The New England

region consists of Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island, and Vermont;
Middle Atlantic: New Jersey, New York, and Pennsylvania; East North Central: Indiana, Illinois, Michigan,
Ohio, and Wisconsin; West North Central: Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri; South Atlantic: Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Virginia; East South Central: Alabama,
Kentucky, Mississippi, Tennessee; West South Central: Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas; Pacific: California,
Oregon.
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There were undoubtedly a variety of motives supporting compensation clauses

at any antebellum constitutional convention. The precise membership of a compen-

sation clause coalition, however, is difficult to determine. Bills of rights were almost

always drafted in special committees at antebellum state drafting conventions.

These committees rarely kept records of drafting debates. In some circumstances,

conventions held final votes on bills of rights, but they were up-or-down votes on

the entirety of the bill of rights. Therefore, it is impossible to determine from such

votes alone whether a particular vote could be attributed to the existence or

absence of a compensation clause. The argument advanced here simply suggests

that conventions in which proslavery delegates felt politically vulnerable would

adopt compensation clauses at higher rates than in places where they exercised no

influence, perhaps because they found willing coalition partners who pursued differ-

ent goals through similar means.

Alternatively, some have suggested that compensation clauses followed a cer-

tain ideological shift after the Articles of Confederation (1777). In his leading arti-

cle, William Treanor (1995) suggests that the Fifth Amendment’s compensation

clause emerged after an intellectual shift from republicanism to Lockean or liberal

ideas. That ideological transition, Treanor argues, had important implications for

private property. Older, republican notions of governance and citizenship, Treanor

finds, required that private property owners defer more readily to public authority.

Lockean ideals, on the other hand, did not impose similar requirements. Drafters,

FIGURE 2.
Compensation Clauses by Region and Division (1776–1860)
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such as Madison, were therefore less tolerant of public efforts to interfere with pri-

vate property.

Lockean ideals undoubtedly shaped antebellum US politics. Whether such ideals

can be neatly disassociated from the politics of slavery, as Treanor (1995, 851–54)

himself notes, is another matter. Slave owners often defended their property interests

by drawing on Lockean ideals (Hartz 1955, 154), or at least appealed to Lockean

ideals alongside ascriptive arguments to support legal and constitutional positions

throughout the antebellum period (Smith 1997). In other words, these various intel-

lectual strands were present simultaneously and throughout the antebellum period.

However, many state constitutions, drafted while the First Congress debated the Bill

of Rights or shortly thereafter, did not contain similar compensation guarantees, sug-

gesting that the relative influence of various constitutional ideals alone did not drive

the varied proliferation of compensation clauses (Figure 2).

Nor can the varied proliferation of compensation clauses be explained by pas-

sive diffusion arguments. The variation in compensation clauses is simply too great

to support a conclusion that delegates simply copied bills of rights from existing

constitutions (Table 1). Rather, if drafters borrowed from other constitutions, they

did so selectively and strategically. Secondary analysis supports this conclusion.

Alabama’s drafters, for example, strategically borrowed from Kentucky, Georgia,

and Mississippi (McMillan 1951, 88; Winkle 2014). There is no evidence that

Alabama’s drafters looked to Vermont or Massachusetts for inspiration about how

they should manage slavery.

Of course, slave owners’ preferences were not the only important factor moti-

vating just compensation, but their decisions to support compensation were often

decisive. Those decisions turned on a set of strategic calculations about their own

or slavery’s future and often caused them to embrace compensation clauses as an

alternative to decisive control over government decision making.

COMPENSATION AS A HEGEMONIC PRESERVATION STRATEGY

Proslavery delegates’ strategic calculations follow from hegemonic preservation

theory. This class of arguments asserts that political elites turn to courts and consti-

tutionalism as part of a strategic assessment of future political power (Ginsburg

2003; Hirschl 2004; Finkel 2008; Zackin 2013). Applied to slave owners during the

antebellum period, when proslavery delegates could entrench slavery’s power in

elected institutions, rights protections provided a second-best alternative that they

often sought to avoid. Although compensation clauses might have protected slave

owners from a total loss or otherwise discouraged abolition by substantially increas-

ing its political and financial costs, these provisions implicitly condoned—and per-

haps even facilitated—abolition. The US Congress pursued this policy in

Washington, DC when it enacted the District of Columbia Compensated Emanci-

pation Act.5 The decision to abolish slavery in Washington, DC was undoubtedly

controversial. However, it was constitutionally permissible because it complied with

5. An Act for the Release of Certain Persons Held to Service or Labor in the District of Columbia
(District of Columbia Compensated Emancipation Act), 12 Stat. 376 (1862).
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the Fifth Amendment’s compensation clause. It was politically feasible, perhaps,

only because compensation shielded slave owners from a total loss (Provine 2009).

Consistent with this theory, proslavery constitutional drafters would have pre-

ferred to avoid such risks by retaining for themselves the ability to control future

political decisions. They could retain that authority, perhaps, by manipulating the

rules for democratic representation. Proslavery delegates in many southern states,

for example, often required elected representatives to own large estates or a certain

number of slaves.6 Such provisions ensured that political representatives retained a

TABLE 1.
Textual Variation in Compensation Clauses

Year Constitution Clause

1777 Vermont “That private Property ought to be subservient to public Uses
when necessity requires it; nevertheless, whenever any partic-
ular man’s Property is taken for the Use of the public, the
Owner ought to receive an equivalent in Money.”

1780 Massachusetts “And whenever the public exigencies require, that the property
of any individual should be appropriated to public uses, he
shall receive a reasonable compensation therefor.”

1790 United States “[N]or shall private property be taken for public use, without
just compensation.”

1796 Tennessee “That no man’s particular Services shall be demanded or prop-
erty taken or applied to public use, without the Consent of
his Representatives or without Just compensation being made
therefor.”

1810 West Florida “[N]or shall any man’s property be taken or applied to public
use without just compensation being made to him therefor.”

1820 New York “Private property shall not be taken for public use without just
compensation; but land may be taken for public highways as
heretofore until the legislature shall direct compensation to
be made.”

1837 Maryland “And be it enacted, That the relation of master and slave, in
this State, shall not be abolished unless a bill so to abolish
the same, shall be passed by a unanimous vote of the mem-
bers of each branch of the General Assembly, and shall be
published at least three months before a new election of dele-
gates, and shall be confirmed by a unanimous vote of the
members of each branch of the General Assembly, at the
next regular constitutional session after such new election,
nor then, without full compensation to the master for the
property of which he shall be thereby deprived.”

1844 New Jersey “Private property shall not be taken for public use without just
compensation; but land may be taken for public highways as
heretofore until the legislature shall direct compensation to
be made.”

6. South Carolina Constitution of 1790, Art. I, § 6.
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financial stake in the slave economy.7 With secure control of a state’s governing

institutions, proslavery delegates had little use for compensation clauses and the

attendant risks they introduced.

Finally, when slave owners exercised little or no influence at constitutional

conventions, proslavery delegates could not influence drafting decisions. Even

though slave owners might have wanted compensation guarantees, they were not

able to secure those protections. The hegemonic preservation thesis does not elimi-

nate other potential motives supporting compensation. As historical scholarship

makes clear, property owners more generally demonstrated concerns about confisca-

tion throughout the colonial and antebellum period (Ely 2008). The slavery

hegemonic preservation argument therefore simply holds that these specific

factors—slave owners were present and threatened—are themselves sufficient,

though not necessary, for determining whether a constitution will contain a com-

pensation clause. The slavery hegemonic preservation thesis does not make predic-

tions about compensation clauses in conventions where slave owners were not

present. Nonetheless, this category of cases serves as a useful basis for comparison

to assess slavery’s impact.

METHODOLOGY

The origins of compensation clauses in US constitutions have been notoriously

difficult to establish. At the federal level, the Fifth Amendment’s compensation

clause is the only provision of the Bill of Rights that did not receive consideration

either in the First Congress or at any of the state ratifying conventions (Treanor

1995, 791). At state constitutional conventions, delegates never recorded the

debates and proceedings of committees charged with drafting bills of rights. Instead,

the text of the constitutions themselves, the records of debates and proceedings of

the convention as a whole, and secondary sources provide the best sources available

to determine whether a relationship exists between slavery and just compensation.

But the quality of this evidence varies. For example, the text of the Lecompton

Constitution contains sufficient evidence to support the hypothesized relationship

between slavery and just compensation because drafters included an explicit provi-

sion guaranteeing compensated emancipation (Kansas [Lecompton] Constitution of

1857 [Failed], Art. VII, § 2). Compensation clauses that did not mention slavery

7. There were, of course, many people—and not just the largest plantation owners—who were com-
mitted to the system of slavery. Indeed, historians, especially those who have explored sexual relationships
in the US South (Salmon 1989; Bynum 1992; Bardaglio 1995; Hodes 1999), have demonstrated the exis-
tence of a more “organic” system where many were invested in maintaining the racial and gender hierarchies
of the period, often distinguishing themselves in the hierarchy institutions by asserting their property rights
(McCurry 1997, 17; Edwards 2009). Such findings are consistent with other arguments emphasizing the psy-
chological benefits that racism and white supremacy bestow on poorer white men (Roediger 2007) and their
demobilizing effects across racial lines (Morgan 1975). But when plantation owners were present at drafting
conventions, they often succeeded in modifying constitutional rules so that they would be the primary politi-
cal guardians of the slave economy. Those rules, as discussed below, often explicitly required a financial stake
in slaves, or thinly disguised requirements that officeholders retain a financial stake in large estates, like slave
plantations. This study therefore focuses on slave owners because they were often explicitly designated as
the system’s guardians.
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explicitly may nonetheless have been supported by proslavery delegates who instead

supported a generic compensation clause with the expectation that it protected

human property. In these instances, we will not necessarily find a “smoking gun” in

the text of the constitution. Rather, we must rely on what David Collier (2011,

825) has referred to as “hoop tests,” necessary for establishing, but individually

insufficient for supporting, a relationship between slavery and compensation. The

relationship is tested here by using process tracing techniques (Bennett 2010) to

uncover specific types of evidence, described in greater detail below. To the extent

that the proposed inquiry produces consistent results across a diverse range of con-

ventions, this inquiry should amount to a compelling—though never wholly disposi-

tive—method for inferring a more general relationship between slavery and just

compensation in antebellum US constitutionalism.

Three pieces of evidence are particularly important to support the argument

advanced here. First, each case study assesses the level of influence of proslavery

delegates. For obvious reasons, we should not expect to see evidence of a delegate’s

influence on constitutional texts unless he had representation at a constitutional

convention.

Second, if proslavery delegates were present, they behaved differently accord-

ing to their estimations of their own political futures, or slavery’s. If proslavery dele-

gates believed that future rules governing office holding preserved their control,

then they had little use for compensation clauses. Similarly, if they did not perceive

the institutions of slavery as threatened, then they had similarly little use for com-

pensation clauses. Such provisions, as discussed, introduced risks they wished to

avoid.

If, however, the institutional arrangement seemingly did not preserve slave

owners’ control of government or, relatedly, new threats to slavery caused slave

owners to conclude that existing control was insufficient, then they had strategic

reasons to adopt compensation clauses. Indeed, these two conceptually distinct

threats often occurred simultaneously. In many states, new western settlers, who

were on the whole less committed to slavery, demanded a broader franchise and

more favorable legislative apportionment, potentially reducing slave owners’ control

over government. Without control of government, slave owners might have

expected that slavery would not last long either. In other instances, increasing

national controversy over slavery during the nineteenth century might have caused

slave owners to perceive new threats even though they retained control of govern-

ment. Abolitionist agitation, for example, may have caused southern slave owners

to alter their strategic calculations and to support compensation clauses.

Evidence to test the hypothesized relationship between slavery and compensa-

tion was drawn from eighty-one antebellum US state constitutions drafted between

1776 and 1860. Constitutions were taken from Horst Dippel (2006). This database

includes constitutions from thirty-six states and six other political entities that

never achieved statehood (Tables 3, 4, and 5). The data set also includes twenty-

three “failed” constitutions that were drafted but never implemented. Once a state

adopted a compensation clause, subsequent observations for that state were dropped

because historical evidence suggests that property protections generated their own

constituencies of support, altering the dynamics at subsequent drafting conventions
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(Brown 1889, 234). That evidence is consistent with other institutionalist

approaches, which suggest that an institution does not necessarily disappear simply

because the original coalition that supported it changed (Orren and Skowronek

2004). Constitutional documents, convention debates, and secondary sources were

examined and coded for theoretically relevant criteria. Primary sources were col-

lected from a list identified by John Dinan (2006a, 279–85). Debates were digitized

and searched for issues related to property and slavery, including whether slave

owners expressed any concerns about their abilities to preserve their interests. Sec-

ondary sources about conventions were also consulted to determine whether pro-

slavery delegates were present, whether they were satisfied with existing

constitutional rules, or whether new rules threatened their control or new threats

to slavery caused them to reevaluate slavery’s future.8 The presence of slave owners

was often reported in secondary sources,9 or from the slave population of the dele-

gates’ districts, made available in secondary sources or by the US Census.

Secondary accounts were surveyed to determine whether slave owners’ percep-

tions of their own political prospects or slavery’s future were threatened. A compari-

son of Mississippi and Arkansas may be useful here to illustrate coding decisions.

These states’ constitutions barred emancipation, but only Mississippi’s constitution

also guaranteed compensation. Secondary sources discuss slave owners’ political

prospects and whether slavery’s future was threatened. In Mississippi, fourteen sepa-

rate counties sent delegates to the convention that drafted the Constitution of

1817. The delegate selection formula substantially favored five plantation coun-

ties—Adams, Claiborne, Jefferson, Warren, and Wilkinson—such that more than

half the delegates represented these slavery counties. In John Winkle’s (2014, 2)

assessment, the convention’s plan “reinforced sectional differences between eastern

liberals from the Piney Woods and western conservatives.” Subsequent legislative

apportionment would not necessarily continue to favor these plantation counties, a

cause for concern among slave owners. Such concerns were notably absent from

Jesse Turner’s study of the Arkansas convention nearly two decades later. By 1835,

when Arkansas citizens were considering whom to send to the convention, Turner

reported that there “were very few men, indeed, in the Arkansas of that day who

were seriously opposed to slavery as an existing institution” (1911, 100). Therefore,

slave owners had little cause for concern, even though convention representation

was drawn evenly from across the state and not disproportionately from plantation

counties as it had been in Mississippi. Similar analysis was conducted for all ante-

bellum constitutional conventions.

It should be noted that the focus on slave owners alone works against the argu-

ment presented here. Many of slavery’s opponents advocated compensation even if

they endorsed abolition. In fact, the two positions were not just consistent for

Henry Clay and Abraham Lincoln, but necessary, unless the country was at war

8. Coding decisions and citations to primary and secondary sources for each convention are available
in an online supplement to this article.

9. Dan Friedman (2011, 2), for example, lists the members of the drafting committee and the districts
they represented on the Eastern Shore and southern Maryland, regions where slavery predominated; and
Malcolm Cook McMillan (1951), who notes that slave owners dominated Alabama’s constitutional drafting
committee.
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(Foner 2010; Oakes 2013). Constitutional drafters who opposed slavery may have

reached similar conclusions about government’s capacity to interfere with slavery,10

but because drafters did not keep systematic records of committee debates or votes

on just compensation clauses, this constitutional evidence about the relationship

between slavery and compensation has often been lost to history. The method

adopted here can support an inference about slavery’s influence on compensation

clauses despite this missing evidence if slave owners’ behavior alone suggests a cor-

relation between compensation clauses and slave owners’ strategic drafting

behavior.

The dependent variable, the presence of a compensation clause, was assessed

as follows. Each constitution was examined to determine whether governments

were required to pay compensation if they confiscated private property. These guar-

antees came in a variety of forms, especially before 1790 (Table 1). Some constitu-

tions, such as North Carolina’s, recognized certain limitations on the government’s

capacity to confiscate property (North Carolina Declaration of Rights of 1776, §

12) but the constitution did not go as far as to guarantee compensation. Only those

constitutions that ensured money or compensation were coded as containing com-

pensation clauses.

SLAVERY’S INFLUENCE ON CONSTITUTIONAL DRAFTING

Antebellum constitutions largely conform to the predictions that follow from

hegemonic preservation theory regarding compensation clauses and slavery. Table 2

demonstrates the different adoption rates according to the influence of proslavery

delegates at each convention. When proslavery delegates felt that slavery was

threatened, they adopted compensation clauses at high rates (86 percent). When

proslavery delegates did not exercise any influence, other drafters regularly included

compensation clauses (64 percent). However, when proslavery delegates exercised

decisive control over constitutional drafting, they largely avoided compensation

TABLE 2.
Compensation Adoption Rates (%), by Influence and Threat

Proslavery Delegates Adoption Rate (%) N

Present, and
Threatened 86 21
Not threatened 13 24

Absent 64 36

v2 5 26.6; p< 0.001

10. Compensation guarantees often appeared in northern constitutions alongside post-nati emancipa-
tion schemes, as they did in the Vermont Constitution of 1777. Some scholars, such as Manisha Sinha
(2016, 65), have noted such relationships as courts attempted to work out the competing property rights of
various parties. In these plans, sometimes courts awarded slave owners compensation; sometimes states man-
dated self-purchase and apprenticeship to protect slave owners without burdening the state with costs; and
sometimes slaves were the recipients of compensation.
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guarantees (13 percent). The chi-squared test (v2 5 26.6) of the two-way contin-

gency table is statistically significant (p< 0.001) and consistent with the predictions

of hegemonic preservation theory.

Along with aggregate statistical evidence about adoption rates, case studies

provide supporting evidence about the relationship between slavery and compensa-

tion. In this section, I present more detailed dynamics of state constitutional draft-

ing histories to demonstrate the political dynamics that caused constitutional

drafters to adopt or forego compensation clauses. The cases were selected to demon-

strate the full, diverse range of outcomes in constitution making while accounting

for the most difficult cases across the South Atlantic (Gerring 2008, 647). Two

cases in particular, Virginia and Maryland, were selected because they exhibit

important within-case variation, demonstrating how changes in political context

influenced some constitutional drafters.

South Carolina: Proslavery Delegates Avoided Compensation Clauses

South Carolina was one of several states where slave owners were confident

about their political power and avoided compensation clauses (Table 3). Although

South Carolina held several drafting conventions, delegates did not include a com-

pensation clause at any point during the antebellum period. Its Constitution of

1778, for example, guaranteed certain “due process” protections, holding that “no

Freeman . . . [be] disseised of his freehold liberties or privileges . . . or deprived of his

life liberty or property but by the Judgment of his Peers or by the law of the Land”

(Art. XLI). The common law provided property owners some protection for con-

demnation. As the antebellum period’s most prominent legal theorist Chancellor

James Kent (1826) recognized, the common law guaranteed compensation for inter-

nal improvements,11 but legislative decisions to abolish slavery would supersede

common law protections, indicating why proslavery delegates might have sought

constitutional protections. But they did not do so in South Carolina.

The absence of a compensation clause did not seem to bother delegates—or

slave owners—such as John Rutledge, South Carolina’s future governor. Instead,

proslavery delegates were far more concerned with the franchise. Many delegates

believed that all adult, white, Christian men should be entitled to the vote (Edgar

1998). Rutledge and other conservatives disagreed, arguing that only property own-

ers were sufficiently immune from corruption to make governing decisions for South

Carolina. Rutledge went as far as to resign from the convention because he believed

his colleagues were misguided. Most white, Christian men in South Carolina during

this period did not own slaves and, therefore, did not have a financial stake in the

economic system. Without such ties, Rutledge worried, proslavery delegates might

introduce uncertainty into the political system.

11. He asserted that “[r]oads may be cut through the cultivated lands of individuals without their con-
sent, provided it be done by town officers of their own appointment, upon the previous application of twelve
freeholders; and the value of the lands, and amount of the damages, must be assessed by a jury, and paid to
the owner” (Kent 1826, 339).
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Rutledge’s side ultimately prevailed on this issue. South Carolina’s Constitu-

tion of 1778 imposed a relatively burdensome property requirement, requiring that

voters possess “a free hold at least of fifty acres of land or a Town lot” (Art. XIII).

Such property requirements only favored slave owner’s hold on political power. Just

to be sure, the constitution also required that representatives possess at least “seven

thousand pounds currency” and “a settled Estate,” all but guaranteeing that the rep-

resentative held a stake in the plantation economy (Art. XII). Even if most of

South Carolina’s white adult men had hoped to elect an antislavery representative,

it seems unlikely that they would find a suitable candidate on the ballot. Instead,

voters would select from among slave owners such as John Rutledge, who was

elected governor in the following election.

Rutledge could afford the luxury of resigning from the convention because he

had little reason to fear for the future of slavery. In South Carolina, as in other major

slave economies along the South Atlantic coast, slave owners had protected their

investments through institutional control (Davis 2006, 136; Graham 2011). Slavery

had developed alongside the colony’s political institutions, and planters were well

accustomed to the rules when the state drafted its first constitutions. By 1776, its

slave population already exceeded 75,000 people, with slaves outnumbering whites

along the coast where the planter class exercised its strongest political influence

TABLE 3.
Slavery Constitutions

Year State Compensation

1776 Delaware No
1776 Georgia No
1776 Maryland No
1776 New Jersey No
1776 North Carolina No
1776 South Carolina No
1776 Virginia No
1777 Georgia No
1777 New York No
1778 South Carolina No
1789 Georgia No
1790 South Carolina No
1792 Maryland† No
1798 Georgia No
1812 Florida (East)† No
1817 Florida† No
1823 North Carolina No
1833 Texas (San Felipe de Austin)† No
1835 North Carolina No
1836 Arkansas No
1810 Florida (West) Yes
1835 Texas (Interim) Yes
1836 Texas (Interim) Yes

†Failed constitution.
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(Davis 2006, 136). The 1778 constitution also allocated 138 seats in the General

Assembly to these “low-country” representatives. The remaining sixty-four seats went

to “up-country” districts, where slavery was less prominent (Edgar 1998, 255). Even

then, however, these up-country representatives were still required to comply with

the constitution’s property requirements for office. Legislative control provided imme-

diate safeguards for slavery. Constitutional rights, therefore, were less urgent.

Drafters imposed similar requirements in South Carolina’s subsequent antebel-

lum constitutions. When South Carolina redrafted its constitution in 1790, planters

only further entrenched their hold on legislative office. The new constitution

obliged all House members to own at least ten slaves or real estate holdings exceed-

ing £150. Senators were subject to more stringent requirements (South Carolina

Constitution of 1790, Art. I, §§ 6, 8). Therefore, despite nominally expanding the

franchise to all white adult males, the state constitution required that representa-

tives participate in the slave economy or hold a large stake in that economic system

(Wilentz 2005, 82–83).

The divisions between slavery’s low country and up country diminished after

1808. When South Carolina revised its constitutional document in 1808 with the

help of newly elected members such as John C. Calhoun, slavery had spread into

South Carolina’s backcountry. Eli Whitney’s cotton gin created, in the words of one

historian, a “statewide planter elite, composed increasingly of former outsiders like

John Calhoun but united in its endorsement of established low-country interests,

above all slavery” (Wilentz 2005, 146). Considering South Carolina’s rules governing

representation, South Carolina planter—and future governor—James Hammond

remarked that the planter class had all the power; the “people [had] none, beyond

electing members of the legislature” (341). Therefore, according to historian Stepha-

nie McCurry, “[l]owcountry planters had nothing to fear” from the representatives

from South Carolina’s middle and up country because those planters were equally

committed to slavery and equally confident they could exclude yeoman framers from

legislative office (McCurry 1997, 35). The planter elite went as far as to expand

white manhood suffrage two years later, seemingly because the institutional arrange-

ment preserved their authority in the face of democratization (McCurry 1997, 35).

Of course, any argument about the relationship between compensation and slavery

would be implausible if constitutional drafters did not recognize the possibility of using

compensation as a safeguard. In South Carolina, members of the political elite were

acutely aware of the ways that compensation protected slave owners. During the Revo-

lutionary War, many states contemplated emancipation if slaves contributed to the war

effort (Kaminski et al. 2009, 1504; Sinha 2016, 49). South Carolina was no exception.

Under the Articles of Confederation, South Carolina had to supply soldiers to staff the

state’s militia, but it regularly fell short of its recruitment quotas. When faced with one

particularly egregious shortfall, Governor John Rutledge and the legislature proposed

enlisting 3,000 slaves to be “commanded by white officers, with Congress compensating

the owners up to $1,000 for each Negro man of ‘standard size’ not older than 35 years

of age, who enlisted for the duration of the war and passed muster” (Foner 1975, 331).

When the state’s legislature considered the implications of arming slaves to staff their

militias, however, slave owners withdrew their support and the plan never materialized

(Davis 2006, 148). Subsequently, slaves served only in supporting militia roles.
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Although places such as North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia, and—for a

time—Virginia and Maryland differed in many respects, their constitutional histories

reveal a similar pattern. Slave owners were well represented at constitutional drafting

conventions throughout the entirety of the antebellum period, and they used these

opportunities to entrench themselves further in their respective states’ elected govern-

ing institutions. When threats to their personal property emerged, they were subse-

quently well positioned to deal with those threats. Like their counterparts in other

South Atlantic states, proslavery delegates did not see a need for South Carolina’s

slave owners to insist on a compensation clause, even though they often adopted

other rights in the state’s constitutions and pioneered other constitutional arguments

to preserve slavery (Sinha 2000, 2). This varied commitment to rights further sup-

ports the conclusion that constitutional drafters were not always motivated by Lock-

ean ideals of limited government, to the extent that they were at all.

Virginia: Threatened Slave Owners Adopted a Compensation Clause

By introducing substantial property and slavery requirements for representa-

tives, South Carolina’s constitutional drafters could protect slavery, even to the

point where some slave owners considered impressing slaves into militia service. In

other states, however, the planter class sometimes was less successful at countering

rising democratic demands. Under these circumstances, compensation clauses

afforded additional protection (Table 4).

In Virginia, for example, constitutional drafters initially placed substantial

restrictions on the franchise. In Virginia’s Constitution of 1776, only those who

owned a fifty-acre freehold were entitled to vote (Wilentz 2005, 199), a require-

ment that augmented the electoral power of the planter class relative to the overall

population. By 1780, Virginia’s legislature had debated a plan to encourage white

enlistment in the state’s militia by redistributing property, including slaves, from

Virginia’s planter elite (McDonnell 2006, 305–06). Firmly in control of the legisla-

ture, proslavery representatives from the Tidewater were ultimately able to thwart

such a plan. The few political elites who opposed slavery largely believed that the

best way to rid Virginia of its “peculiar institution” was a natural, economic death.

Agitation, these moderates believed, would only prolong slavery’s future by harden-

ing the resolve of Virginia’s planter class (Wilentz 2005, 220). With their political

power secure, Virginia’s planters were confident that the state’s elected institutions

would provide sufficient protection against slavery.

The constitution’s property guarantees reflected their confidence. Virginia’s

Declaration of Rights (1776) guaranteed that its citizens could not be “deprived of

their Property for Publick Uses without their own Consent or that of their Repre-

sentatives” (Art. VI). That provision was virtually the same as South Carolina’s,

and it is consistent with the theory advanced here, namely, that slave owners had

little reason to adopt compensation guarantees when they remained confident about

their future political control.

By 1815, however, the state’s democratic sentiments had changed. Severe

restrictions on the franchise caused consternation among Virginia’s non-freeholders.
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Groups in western parts of Virginia began to petition the state’s legislature,

demanding that the state abandon or otherwise decrease property requirements on

the franchise, or else reallocate representation to reflect the growth of Virginia’s

population west of the Alleghenies. The western region’s population, far less depen-

dent on slavery, had increased by 40 percent while the population had remained

almost stagnant in the Tidewater (Wilentz 2005, 34; Dinan 2006b).

When petitions did not bring about the intended result, Virginia’s western

counties met in Stanton in 1825 to protest the malapportionment of the state’s leg-

islature. Delegates at the meeting drafted a protest constitution, challenging the

political representation of Virginia’s “slaveowning eastern aristocracy.” Virginia’s

legislature ultimately capitulated to these demands, holding a public referendum in

1828 on whether the state should draft a new constitution. The referendum

received overwhelming support.

Virginia held a convention for a new constitution in 1830. Among its delegates

were some of the most noteworthy participants in antebellum American politics,

including James Monroe, John Marshall, and James Madison. The Piedmont and

Tidewater regions of the state—those regions reliant on slave labor—still dominated

the appointment of delegates to the drafting convention (Wilentz 2005, 342), but

even though these regions were overrepresented, these delegates faced tremendous

difficulty forming strong coalitions at the convention. Planters such as Abel Upshur

recognized that slave owners’ “interests [were] not identical [to those in the west] and

TABLE 4.
Threatened Slavery Constitutions

Year State Compensation

1784 Franklin† No
1785 Frankland† No
1860 Arizona† No
1792 Delaware Yes
1792 Kentucky Yes
1796 Tennessee Yes
1817 Mississippi Yes
1819 Alabama Yes
1820 Missouri Yes
1821 New York Yes
1830 Virginia Yes
1837 Maryland‡ Yes
1839 Florida Yes
1843 Oregon (Organic Law) Yes
1845 Louisiana Yes
1845 Oregon (Organic Law) Yes
1845 Texas Yes
1846 New Mexico Yes
1857 Kansas (Lecompton)† Yes
1857 Oregon Yes
1859 Kansas (Wyandotte) Yes

†Failed constitution.
‡Constitutional amendment.
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the difference between [them] arose from property alone”—a thinly veiled reference

to slavery (343). Upshur’s concern was founded on white westward migration within

the state. Increased population in the west would reduce the relative strength of east-

ern plantation counties in the state legislature (Freehling 1982). The reduction of

eastern influence concerned many at the constitutional convention, including Mr.

Richard Morris of Hanover, who drew out the consequences for slavery: “when these

gentlemen [of the western parts of the state] get the power, they will pass a general

emancipation law; but if they raise the tax on slaves, much higher than it is, one of

two things must happen: either the master must run away from the slave, or the slave

from the master” (Virginia State Convention 1830, 116).

In response to such fears, Morris explicitly articulated the compensatory

requirements that he believed should constrain Virginia’s government if it inter-

fered with slavery. “This thing between master and slave [was] one which cannot

be left to be regulated by the Government. Compensation for 400,000 slaves, can

not be made. The matter must be left to the silent operation of natural causes”

(Virginia State Convention 1830, 116). Slave owners like Morris believed that the

obligations created by the compensation clause did not just protect the “fair value”

of slave owners’ investments, the compensation principle precluded any large-scale

interference with slavery because the state could not afford to compensate slave

owners (Freehling 1982). The records of the Virginia convention do not explicitly

connect Morris’s comments with the ultimate decision to include the compensation

clause in the constitution. Nonetheless, it was the only debate about property com-

pensation in the convention records (Virginia State Convention 1830), and rather

than reissuing the same due process clause, the Virginia Constitution of 1830 held

that the “Legislature shall not pass . . . any law, whereby private property shall be

taken for public uses without just compensation” (Art. III, § 11). Slaveholders in

Tidewater and Piedmont counties ultimately secured a small representational

“bonus” in Virginia’s Constitution of 1830, gaining six more seats than might be

expected under purely “republican” principles of equal apportionment (Freehling

1982, 123–24).

The new apportionment formula therefore offered slaveholders some protection,

but the environment had clearly changed. The expansion of the slave-based economy

across new southern states and in the territories had increased the value of slaves

everywhere, causing Virginia’s planters to sell their “property” to western buyers

(Deyle 2006). For the first time in the state’s history, the slave population began to

decline (Berlin 1998, 369). Upshur and Morris may have been sensitive to these mar-

ket pressures during the convention, though they could not have predicted Nat Turn-

er’s rebellion the following year. Nonetheless, Turner’s rebellion placed slavery

squarely on the Virginia legislature’s agenda and confirmed slave owners’ fears about

controlling slave policy. While conservatives sought to use their legislative power to

assure “due subordination” of all slaves in the state after Turner’s attack on plantation

owners, westerner reformers used the opportunity to push abolition onto the legisla-

tive agenda for the first time. In the past, eastern conservatives had been able to

repel such attempts because of their legislative dominance, but when William Osborn

Goode again tried to silence debate about abolition, he “produced the very debate”

that the “slave party . . . wished to avoid” (Freehling 1982, 135).
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In the two years following the convention, Virginia’s legislature and Virginians

more broadly debated emancipation. Those debates often turned on compensation.

Thomas Jefferson Randolph, grandson of the former president, proposed a post-nati

emancipation scheme for the state. Under the plan, the state would assume ownership

of slaves born after 1840 once they reached the age of majority. The state would then

hire out their labor to pay for their re-colonization (Ford 2011, 367–68). However, as

Lacy Ford reports, Randolph’s plan failed to secure compensation for Virginia’s slave

owners. Accordingly, the plan ran afoul of the constitution. In a famous proslavery let-

ter by a prominent conservative Virginian, Benjamin Watkins Leigh asserted that the

Constitution of 1830 served as an “‘insuperable barrier’ to uncompensated, ‘compul-

sory’ emancipation” (Freehling 1982, 200). Moreover, like Morris, Leigh claimed that

Virginia was in no position to live up to its constitutional obligations under the com-

pensation clause, estimating that abolition would cost the state nearly $100 million.

That Morris and Leigh would appeal to the principle of compensated emanci-

pation was hardly a surprise. During the antebellum period, slave owners repeatedly

petitioned the Virginia legislature for compensation when the state contributed to

the loss or death of slaves—even when the state’s role in such occurrences was min-

imal. It was easy to understand why Eleanor Bowery issued a petition in 1788 asking

for compensation after Virginia had impressed her slave, Cuffey, to serve aboard a

ship during the Revolutionary War,12 but John Willoughby also petitioned the leg-

islature for the loss of eighty-seven slaves who escaped his plantation and joined

Lord Dunmore’s British fleet.13 Jailers often requested compensation for maintaining

captured slaves, but slave owners also petitioned the legislature for slaves who died

in jail after being suspected of, convicted of, or executed for a crime.14 Some slave

owners even requested compensation for slaves who were killed by the government

as part of Nat Turner’s rebellion, the same year that Virginia adopted the compen-

sation clause.15 The Virginia archive contains a host of similar petitions, demon-

strating that the legislature provided regular recourse for slave owners, even when

the state’s own role in the loss of the slave was marginal. The newly adopted com-

pensation clause only strengthened the claims of future petitioners, even if western

delegates exercised increasing control in the Virginia legislature.

Unlike these small-scale compensation petitions, however, Virginia’s compensa-

tion clause went beyond concerns about fair value in the emancipation debates of

1831. Just compensation operated to prevent the legislature from pursuing emancipa-

tion by shifting the costs of liberation back onto the state’s treasury. To be sure, this

property right restricted government, but only from pursuing an emancipating policy

agenda. It is difficult to square just compensation in this instance with its conception

12. Legislative Petitions of the General Assembly, 1776–1865, Accession Number 36121, Box 65,
Folder 17.

13. Legislative Petitions of the General Assembly, 1776–1865, Accession Number 36121, Box 181,
Folder 4.

14. In 1829, just before the constitutional convention, Thomas Baker sought compensation for his
slave, Gabriel, who was executed for rape. Legislative Petitions Microfilm Reel 151, Library of Virginia,
Richmond, VA.

15. The estate of Elizabeth Turner sought compensation for the loss of her slave Jordan, who was
killed during the rebellion. Legislative Petitions of the General Assembly, 1776–1865, Accession Number
36121, Box 234, Folder 83.
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as a Lockean right designed to preserve liberty. Property rights instead were used to

preserve a system of power and hierarchy, consistent with scholarship critical of prop-

erty rights and ascriptive hierarchies in the US constitutional tradition (Cover 1986;

Harris 1993; Smith 1997; Sharfstein 2012). Moreover, when compared to South Car-

olina’s delegates, the decision of Virginia’s proslavery delegates to support just com-

pensation should be understood as the product of a set of short-term calculations

about how best to preserve their interests in response to democratization.

Maryland: Threatened Slave Owners Adopted a Compensation Clause

Maryland’s constitutional amendment of 1837 offers important evidence of the

relationship between slavery and compensation. Like Virginia and other states in the

Old South, Maryland’s political institutions had developed alongside slavery during

the colonial period. Its slave population was already substantial by the time the colony

declared independence in 1776 (Berlin 1998, 369), and planters largely controlled

those institutions and the state’s drafting convention (Friedman 2011, 2). Therefore,

proslavery officials may not have wanted to limit themselves with respect to property

or else invite a constitutional theory that implicitly endorsed emancipation. The

state’s original takings clause, in Maryland’s Declaration of Rights of 1776, recognized:

That no freeman ought to be taken, or imprisoned, or disseized of his free-
hold, liberties or privileges, or outlawed, or exiled, or in any manner
destroyed, or deprived of his life, liberty or property, but by the judgment
of his peers, or by the law of the land. (Maryland Declaration of Rights of
1776, Ch. I, § 8)

Large property requirements for office holding ensured that slave owners could expect

to control legislative power for the foreseeable future.

As Maryland’s slave economy started to change, however, the political calcula-

tions of planters also changed. Like Virginia, Maryland’s northern and western

counties were not similarly committed to slavery as their southern and eastern

counterparts (Fields 1985, 1–16). These divergent free and slave-labor economies

encouraged political representatives from respective parts of the state to advocate

different interests, but Maryland’s Constitution of 1776 favored slave owners. Each

county sent four representatives to the House of Delegates, favoring the more

sparsely populated slave counties on the Eastern Shore and in southern Maryland

(Maryland Constitution of 1776, Art. 2). The constitution apportioned the Senate

in ways that further benefited slave counties. The Eastern Shore, dominated by

slavery, was awarded six senators, while the remaining territory received nine (Art.

15). Of course, southern Maryland, also dominated by slavery, contributed votes

and representatives to this region. Just to be sure, the Constitution of 1776 also

required that any representative retain a substantial stake in Maryland’s mixed

economy. Delegates were eligible to serve only if they maintained an estate of five

hundred pounds; senators had to maintain an estate of one thousand pounds (Art.

2, 15).
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After 1790, Maryland’s population expanded westward into regions not inti-

mately tied to slavery (Fields 1985; Friedman 2011). These largely cereal farmers

increasingly demanded legislative reapportionment, and their demands coincided with

intervention from abolitionist provocateurs during the 1830s, who had taken control

over northern state legislatures. These northern abolitionists had begun to bombard

Maryland with abolitionist petitions. New York and Maine, for example, sent formal

petitions to Maryland requesting that the state legislature abolish slavery.

These petitions did not have their intended effect. Instead, they hardened the

resolve of many of Maryland’s slave owners. Governor Thomas Veazery, himself a

planter and committed advocate of slavery, made a recommendation to Maryland’s

General Assembly that it take constitutional steps so that it be “made known, that

we can not recognize in any of our sister States, or their citizens, any right to inter-

fere with our slaves; and that we unequivocally deny any authority in the general

Government to legislate upon the subject of their emancipation, or to disturb our

rights of property in them in any manner whatsoever” (Veazey 1836, 12, 14). Those

powers presumably rested with Maryland’s legislature. On February 14, 1837, Mr.

Benjamin G. Harris, member of Maryland’s General Assembly representing St.

Mary’s County, responded to his governor’s call by introducing a constitutional

amendment for a compensation clause, holding:

That the relation of master and slave, in this State, shall not be abolished
unless a bill so to abolish the same, shall be passed by a unanimous vote
of the members of each branch of the General Assembly, and shall be
published at least three months before a new election of delegates, and
shall be confirmed by a unanimous vote of the members of each branch
of the General Assembly, at the next regular constitutional session after
such new election, nor then, without full compensation to the master for the
property of which he shall be thereby deprived. (Maryland Constitution of
1776, Amendment II of 1837, § 26, emphasis added)

The provision introduced extensive safeguards for slavery and then ultimately

afforded slave owners compensation should all the remaining safeguards fail. In both

Virginia and Maryland, the shifting economy and threats to slavery caused lawmakers

to embrace compensation as a constitutional strategy for protecting slave owners.

Maryland, like Virginia, demonstrates the necessary steps that contributed to

the adoption of compensation clauses in state constitutions. Like South Carolina,

planters in Virginia and Maryland exercised disproportionate influence at the

eighteenth-century conventions. Even if they encountered threats to slavery because

of the Revolutionary War, they were still well positioned to counter those threats

through existing political institutions, but as the dynamics of slavery changed dur-

ing the nineteenth century, the planter classes in these states had to alter their cal-

culations. In Virginia, those pressures followed westward democratic expansion. In

Maryland, however, the threat came from northern abolitionists, who sought to

realize the emancipatory promises of democracy in a different way. Nonetheless,

Maryland’s lawmakers responded similarly, by turning to just compensation to pre-

serve their interests in the existing hierarchical and ascriptive order.
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Kentucky: Threatened Slave Owners Adopted a Compensation Clause

In states such as Maryland and Virginia, planters had long controlled political

power, and only adopted compensation clauses to preserve their interests in the

face of political uncertainty. In many states, especially those created from the terri-

tories and an expanding population, slavery had not developed alongside the terri-

tory’s political institutions. Instead, planters moved to the region and participated

in drafting conventions alongside delegates strongly opposed to slavery (Ford 2011,

39). Compensation clauses afforded planters insurance in these circumstances

(Coward 1979, 37), as they had for Maryland and Virginia’s planters later in the

antebellum period.

These dynamics were evident in places such as Mississippi, where the growth

of cotton created tremendous demand for forced labor,16 but they also occurred ear-

lier, in places such as Kentucky, where tobacco planters similarly relied on slave

labor to facilitate the growth of an emerging tobacco markets. Constitutions in

these states regularly contained at least one compensation clause (Table 4). Some-

times, they contained a second compensation clause explicitly linked to slavery. For

example, the Kentucky Constitution of 1792, particularly illuminating given its

temporal proximity to the drafting of the US Bill of Rights (1791), declared that:

[The] legislature shall have no power to pass laws for the emancipation of
slaves without the consent of their owners, or without paying their owners
previous to such emancipation a full equivalent in money for the slaves so
emancipated. (Kentucky Constitution of 1792, Art. VIII, § 1)

This provision largely prevented Kentucky’s state legislature from exercising its

authority to regulate slavery and further saddled the state with the costs of

emancipation.

Proslavery delegates sought these guarantees because slavery’s future was in

considerable doubt prior to statehood. Kentucky was formed out of the western por-

tion of Virginia, and Kentucky’s planter class planned to use forced labor for

tobacco agriculture, but the region did not have a long history with slavery (Berlin

1998, 369). Rather, slavery in Kentucky was as new as the newly formed state’s

political institutions when compared with the colonial histories of slavery in South

Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland. Yet despite Kentucky’s relatively low slave popu-

lation, slaves constituted about sixteen percent of the state’s total population by

1790. Planters, as these statistics suggest, had made significant investments in

human labor, which they would seek to protect against abolitionists.

Planters encountered threats to slavery almost immediately. For example, writ-

ing under the pseudonym “Scaevola,” Henry Clay recommended a state constitution

that gradually eliminated slavery in Kentucky (Aron 1996, 93; Wilentz 2005). Nor

was Clay alone in his opposition to slavery. Virginia’s western territory offered reli-

gious minorities such as Presbyterians, Methodists, Baptists, and Roman Catholics

religious freedoms (Brown 1889, 51–52). Many in these churches opposed slavery,

16. Mississippi’s constitution made such assurances (Mississippi Constitution of 1817, Art. I, § 13).
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and their congregations provided an organizational base on which to mobilize. Rev.

David Rice, the head of the Presbyterian Church and himself a slave owner (Aron

1996, 89–90), was perhaps Kentucky’s the most prominent abolitionist during this

period. He regularly published pamphlets encouraging abolition, often based on reli-

gious appeal (Rice 1792; Sinha 2016, 93). Rice eventually entered politics with the

hopes of eliminating slavery from the future state.

Security issues had driven many Kentuckians to seek independent statehood.

Virginia either could not afford or refused to pay for additional armaments to pro-

tect Kentucky’s settlers from Native American raids. Kentucky’s settlers petitioned

Virginia for independent statehood, arguing that they would be better able to pro-

tect themselves—and pay for their own security—if they were separate from Vir-

ginia. Virginia agreed, but made independence conditional on the drafting of a new

constitution that protected slavery. Some Virginians, perhaps most notably the

future US Attorney General, John Breckinridge, were reluctant to transport their

slaves into the territory (Ford 2011, 39). Breckinridge admitted that he was

“somewhat afraid of the Kentucky politicians with respect to negroes” (Aron 1996,

91). Nor were Breckinridge’s fears misplaced. Rice, along with another leading abo-

litionist—the Honorable Harry Innes—sought to abolish slavery at the constitu-

tional convention and to encourage democratic influence more generally (Coward

1979, 12–47).

Despite mobilized opposition to slavery, slave owners enjoyed strong political

backing from Virginia. George Nicholas, a prominent politician and lawyer in

Virginia and himself a planter, was the intellectual force behind Kentucky’s first

constitutional convention. He was dedicated to protecting slavery in the future

state and led Kentucky’s proslavery coalition (Brown 1889, 228). Nicholas and

other slave owners recognized that the existing electoral rules would endanger sla-

ver owners and undermine slavery’s future in Kentucky (Coward 1979, 17). Nich-

olas sought to uphold Kentucky’s promise by introducing Article VIII—the

slavery article and its compensation guarantee—to alleviate anxieties over

abolition.

The legislature shall have no power to pass laws for the emancipation of
slaves without the consent of their owners, or without paying their owners
previous to such emancipation a full equivalent in money for the slaves so
emancipated. (Kentucky Constitution of 1792, Art. VII, § 1)

The convention featured few contentious debates aside from those related to slav-

ery and Article VIII (Brown 1889, 229). On this point, however, controversy

divided the delegates (Ireland 2012, 3). A strong voting bloc of slave owners

formed behind Rice in opposition to slavery and the compensation protections

guaranteed by the slavery article (Brown 1889, 230 n1; Aron 1996, 90). But

Nicholas ultimately prevailed by successfully drawing away three crucial votes

from Rice’s bloc. Like elites in other emerging slave states, Kentucky’s proslavery

elites did not control enough political power to insist on absolute rights in human

property; instead, they sought to constrain the governing authority of the state’s

legislature by implementing a compensation clause.
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Efforts toward more democratic reforms emerged almost immediately after the

adoption of Kentucky’s Constitution of 1792 (Aron 1996, 90). Throughout these

debates, Nicholas consistently appealed to Article VIII—the article he drafted—to

remind Democrats of the state’s obligations under the compensation principle

(Nicholas 1799). The constitution, Nicholas argued, recognized slave owners’ right

to property; any interference with that right would have required compensation.

Nicholas’s behavior is consistent with other arguments that cast rights as devices

for hegemonic preservation. Like his counterparts in Virginia and Maryland, Nicho-

las and other proslavery delegates were making short-term calculations about how

best to preserve their interests and not necessarily carrying out deeply held commit-

ments to Lockean principles.

New Hampshire: Slave Owners Were Absent

In states where slavery generated neither economic nor political power, slave

owners were largely absent from constitutional conventions. Without influence on

constitution making, the few slave owners in the state could do little to protect

their interests. Although compensation clauses were not entirely absent in these

constitutions, they were less likely than in places like Kentucky, and far more likely

than in places like South Carolina (Table 5).

New Hampshire’s constitutional history demonstrates how the dynamics of

constitutional drafting differed in states without a strong slave presence. New

Hampshire’s Constitution of 1784, for example, guaranteed that “no part of a man’s

property shall be taken from him, or applied to public uses, without his own con-

sent, or that of the Representative-body of the people” (New Hampshire Constitu-

tion of 1784, Art. VIII; New Hampshire Constitution of 1781 [Failed], Art. XII;

New Hampshire Constitution of 1782 [Failed], Art. XII). The language of New

Hampshire’s early takings clause resembled the language of South Carolina’s consti-

tution, but New Hampshire’s constitution also abolished slavery.17

With little representation and little economic stake, slave owners offered little

resistance when New Hampshire abolished slavery. There seems to have been only

one representative in the state legislature who had at any point owned a slave.

William Whipple, perhaps most famous for representing his state in the Continen-

tal Congress, was a sailor during the middle of the eighteenth century. According

to McClintock (1889, 420), Whipple had participated in the slave trade during his

larger engagements with African trade, but he emancipated his slaves on the eve of

the Revolutionary War. He subsequently refused to assist then-General Washington

in the recovery of slaves in New Hampshire. By 1780, when he served as a member

of the state assembly, there is no evidence that he was committed to the institution

of slavery.

17. In his study, Nathaniel Bouton noted how the “Constitution of 1784, in its Bill of Rights, ‘spake,
and it was done.’ Slavery vanished without noise, without a single known civil suit, without a ripple of dis-
turbance or turmoil on the face of society” (Bouton 1877, iii–iv). The lack of opposition reflects the absence
of slave owners in control of public power.
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Without slavery on the political agenda, constitution making in New Hamp-

shire differed from places such as Virginia and Kentucky. To be sure, issues of repre-

sentation dominated New Hampshire’s repeated attempts to draft a constitution

(Marshall 2004). Delegates to the 1779, 1781, 1782, and 1784 conventions were

allocated based on townships rather than absolute population. This method of

apportionment favored the state’s commercial centers in the southern and eastern

parts of the states. However, because the constitution required general endorse-

ments on a popular basis, all but the 1784 constitution received necessary support

from the western portion of the state. Property concerns did not arise in the

TABLE 5.
Free Labor Constitutions

Year State Compensation

1776 New Hampshire No
1776 Pennsylvania No
1778 Massachusetts† No
1779 New Hampshire† No
1780 New Ireland† No
1781 New Hampshire† No
1782 New Hampshire† No
1784 New Hampshire No
1790 Rhode Island No
1792 New Hampshire No
1832 Indian Stream Republic† No
1841 Rhode Island (Revised Statutes)† No
1851 New Hampshire† No
1777 Vermont Yes
1780 Massachusetts Yes
1790 Pennsylvania Yes
1802 Ohio Yes
1816 Indiana Yes
1818 Connecticut Yes
1818 Illinois Yes
1819 Maine Yes
1824 Rhode Island† Yes
1835 Michigan Yes
1841 Rhode Island (People’s Const.)† Yes
1842 Rhode Island (Landholder’s Const.) Yes
1842 Rhode Island† Yes
1842 Rhode Island Yes
1844 New Jersey Yes
1846 Iowa Yes
1846 Wisconsin† Yes
1849 California Yes
1849 Deseret† Yes
1855 Kansas (Topeka)† Yes
1856 Deseret† Yes
1857 Minnesota Yes
1858 Kansas (Leavenworth)† Yes

†Failed constitution.
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context of these debates. Instead, delegates were concerned that the state’s governor

would have sufficient authority to deal with the state’s seemingly inevitable eco-

nomic crisis (McClintock 1889, 409). Unlike in Kentucky, New Hampshire’s dele-

gates sought to increase governing authority over economic matters, not decrease it.

Legal reform efforts dominated the 1792 convention. And even though New Hamp-

shire witnessed significant debates about internal improvements after 1820

(McClintock 1889, 566–93), these debates did not cause constitutional drafters to

adopt a compensation clause.

ANALYSIS

The preceding analysis establishes a relationship between just compensation

and slavery according to various pieces of evidence. In the constitutions of states

where slavery was relatively new, relatively prominent, but nonetheless politically

vulnerable—like slavery in Alabama, Kansas [Lecompton], Kentucky, and

Mississippi at the time of drafting—constitutional drafters made the relationship

plain: lawmakers would have to pay slave owners if they chose to emancipate slaves

(Alabama Constitution of 1819, Art. VI, Slaves, § 1; Kansas [Lecompton] Constitu-

tion of 1857 [Failed], Art. VII, § 2; Kentucky Constitution of 1792, Art. VIII, § 1;

Mississippi Constitution of 1817, Art. VI, Slaves, § 1). The text of state constitu-

tions in other southern states, such as Virginia and Maryland, did not establish the

relationship as clearly. Nonetheless, convention and amendment debates strongly

suggest that slave owners supported compensation clauses either when their hold on

political power grew tenuous or when they encountered new threats to slavery that

they had not anticipated. The compensation clause in these circumstances would

have protected slave owners from a total financial loss in their investments while

simultaneously discouraging state lawmakers from considering emancipation because

of its financial costs.

Strikingly, the lawmakers of Virginia and Maryland did not adopt such provi-

sions, despite the additional benefits compensation clauses afforded to slave owners

before they encountered those threats. Before they encountered those threats, these

lawmakers behaved more like constitutional drafters in South Carolina, who

retained absolute control over government and therefore did not need to risk legiti-

mizing a constitutional path for emancipation on a just compensation theory. Evi-

dence from northern constitutional drafting conventions, such as New Hampshire’s,

suggests that controversies involving other types of property were often insufficient

to support the adoption of compensation clauses. Although this evidence does not

preclude the possibility that other motivations may have encouraged the adoption

of compensation guarantees—as the Leavenworth Constitution makes explicit—

these data suggest that slave owners strongly influenced the varied proliferation of

these clauses when they were present at constitutional drafting conventions.

The adoption rate of compensation clauses is further consistent with the tem-

poral and regional variation of the politics of slavery during the antebellum period.

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate drafters’ increased willingness to adopt compensation

guarantees in areas where, and during historical periods when, slavery was on the
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rise or on the decline (Berlin 2015; Sinha 2016). That evidence, of course, is con-

sistent with some alternative explanations, but coupled with evidence about slavery

debates, this regional and temporal variation is highly suggestive.

As already acknowledged, there are consequences to the decision to use “hoop

tests” in the case studies. That decision is justified because the historical evidence

will not support a systematic search for “smoking gun” evidence. However, that

decision introduces some uncertainty about slavery’s influence on the varied prolif-

eration of compensation clauses in antebellum constitutions. I have attempted to

minimize such uncertainty by demonstrating that the case study conclusions are

consistent with aggregated patterns. Unless and until new sources of evidence

emerge, the varied influence of slavery offers an important explanation for the var-

ied origins of just compensation in antebellum state constitutions, with implications

for how we should understand the compensation guarantees found in the Fifth

Amendment to the US Constitution.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE US CONSTITUTION

James Madison is well regarded for his influence on the US Constitution, rec-

ognized for his innovative constitutional theory elaborated in “Federalist No. 10,”

and remembered as a champion of liberty during the founding period. However,

when he drafted and his colleagues adopted the Fifth Amendment in the First Con-

gress, the evidence presented here suggests that Madison and his colleagues acted

like Virginians. Constitutional drafting practices at the state level demonstrate that

when the interests of slave owners were represented and they feared that political

arrangements would not provide sufficient guarantees for slavery, then drafters

adopted compensation clauses. These dynamics were present when the First Con-

gress drafted the Bill of Rights.

The US Constitution, drafted in 1787, did not mention slavery or explicitly

protect the institution from federal interference. Nonetheless, the issue of slavery

strongly influenced constitutional drafting decisions (Graber 2006). Most delegates

agreed, however, that the US Constitution prohibited the federal government from

interfering with slavery in the states, but permitted the federal government to pro-

mote slavery in the territories (Farrand 1966, 372).18 However, that position was

not held unanimously. Opponents of the constitution highlighted how the new doc-

ument could be interpreted to interfere with slavery in the states. At the Virginia

ratifying convention, the slave owner and delegate to the US Constitutional Con-

vention, George Mason, noted that there was “no clause in this Constitution to

secure” slavery. Without such a clause, northern states could “lay such a tax as will

amount to manumission” (Mason [1787] 2009, 1338). Institutional balancing rules,

Mason feared, would not provide sufficient protection because “taxes on slaves

would not affect the Eastern States” (1186) Mason reasoned:

18. The Fifth Amendment’s Due Process Clause later served as a textual basis to invert this claim.
Free Soilers such as Salmon P. Chase, for example, alleged that the Fifth Amendment prohibited the federal
government from creating slavery anywhere in its jurisdiction, though it was still not permitted to interfere
with slavery in the states (Foner 1995, 83).
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A tax that might with propriety be laid and with ease collected in Dela-
ware, might be highly improper in Virginia. The taxes cannot be uniform
throughout the States without being oppressive to some. If they be not
uniform, some of the members will lay taxes, in the payment of which
they will bear no proportion. The members of Delaware will assist in lay-
ing a tax on our slaves, of which they will pay no part whatever. (1186)

James Madison attempted to quell Mason’s fears, arguing “that the same evil existed

in some degree” under the Articles of Confederation (Madison [1787] 2009, 1186).

However, Mason responded that, under the Articles of Confederation, the central

government could only “say how much money [was] necessary, and to fix the pro-

portion to be paid by each State.” The central government could not “say in what

manner the money [would] be raised. This [was] left to the State Legislatures”

(Mason [1787] 2009, 1186).

The new US Constitution did not afford states similar discretion. Therefore,

southern slave owners would be vulnerable to legislation that bore disproportion-

ately on southern states. Madison’s argument did not respond to this issue. Nor

did Madison have convincing answers for Patrick Henry ([1787] 2009, 1341,

1476–77) and George Nicholas ([1787] 2009, 1341–42)—who would later preside

over the drafting of Kentucky’s constitution and author the influential Article

VIII—when they made similar arguments about how the central government

enjoyed greater powers under the new constitution that could interfere with

slavery.19

The debates between Madison, Mason, and Henry demonstrate that Madison

had occasion to think like a Virginian when the First Congress met to draft the

Bill of Rights. In fact, the debate between Madison and Mason in many ways antic-

ipated the compensation arguments of Hanover’s Richard Morris at Virginia’s own

constitutional convention in 1830. Madison had similar reasons to support compen-

sation forty years earlier. Some southerners were anxious about the scope of federal

power under the new constitution. Presumably, a compensation clause might

address some of those concerns if slave owners feared legislation that disproportion-

ately bore on slavery.

Congress regularly compensated slave owners for the loss of slaves. For exam-

ple, the issue of slave owner compensation remained a major point of emphasis

during negotiations with the British and the drafting of the Jay Treaty (Sinha

2016, 51). The Senate ultimately requested that the president seek from the British

“compensation for the negroes and other property, so alleged to have been carried

away” (Read [1795] 1836, 861). Compensation was a regular feature of coloniza-

tion, supported by Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe, and later presidents of the

American Colonization Society, Madison and Henry Clay (American Colonization

Society 1823, 5). Compensation also conditioned Congress’s power to abolish slav-

ery in Washington, DC before the Civil War (King and Smith 2011, 42–43). In

19. Consider Patrick Henry, who argued that the “majority of Congress is to the North, and the slaves
are to the South. In this situation, I see a great deal of the property of the people of Virginia in jeopardy, and
their peace and tranquillity [sic] gone away” (Henry [1787] 2009, 1477).
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fact, Congress largely respected this principle at least until the Second Seminole

War.20

Perhaps most importantly, the Continental Congress and First Congress

adopted compensation clauses in legislation governing the future of slavery in the

territories. When the Continental Congress enacted the Northwest Ordinance

(1787), it included a compensation clause to protect property, including slaves

(Finkelman 1989, 73–77). Article II held that no “man shall be deprived of his lib-

erty or property, but by the judgment of his peers or the law of the land; and,

should the public exigencies make it necessary, for the common preservation, to

take any person’s property, or to demand his particular services, full compensation

shall be made for the same.” The Northwest Ordinance organized the territory

south of the Great Lakes and between the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, providing it

with a governing structure. Until the states struck an eleventh-hour deal that abol-

ished slavery in the region, it was largely expected that the compensation clause

would protect existing slave holders from future state constitutional decisions about

slavery’s fate (Onuf 1987, 85–87). Southern states supported the expansion of slav-

ery in principle. Virginia, for example, sought to promote the growth of non-Indian

settlements in Ohio to buffer its Kentucky frontier against Indian attacks. However,

states such as Virginia were reluctant to create greater competition for their own

tobacco planters (111–12). During the final reading of the Northwest Ordinance,

Virginia therefore put its support behind language abolishing slavery while simulta-

neously insisting on a fugitive slave clause, which better protected southern inter-

ests. Given the speed with which these developments occurred on the final reading

of the Bill (Ford 1936, 313–20, 333), scholars have concluded that the contradic-

tions between Article II and VI were not intended and that compensation applied

to slavery (Finkelman 1989, 73–77).

The First Congress later used the Northwest Ordinance as a model for protect-

ing slave owners’ property rights in other territories. Congress adopted the identical

compensation clause for protecting slave owners’ property rights in the territories

west of North Carolina and the Southwest Territories.21 In those statutes, Congress

guaranteed that “the inhabitants of [the territory] shall enjoy all the privileges, ben-

efits and advantages set forth in the ordinance of the late Congress, for the govern-

ment of the western territory of the United States.”22 The only difference between

these two statutes and the Northwest Ordinance (1787) was that “no regulations

made or to be made by Congress, shall tend to emancipate slaves,” but as the

debates between Madison and the anti-Federalists made clear, Congress could enact

20. The US Army hired from Antonio Pacheco a slave named Lewis to serve as a guide (Foner 2010,
59). But when Lewis turned up in the hands of the Seminoles, Pacheco petitioned Congress for the cost of
his slave. A group of US Representatives, led by Joshua R. Giddings, opposed compensation, arguing that
while the constitution recognized the rights of slave owners in the states, it did not recognize rights to
“human property” in places where the federal government exercised jurisdiction (Congressional Globe, 30th
Cong., 2d Sess. 239, 302). These data establish that until the 1840s, few disputed the notion that Congress
faced obligations to compensate slave owners for the loss of their slaves.

21. An Act to Accept a Cession of the Claims of the State of North Carolina to a Certain District of
Western Territory, 1 Stat. 106 (1790); An Act for the Government of the Territory of the United States,
South of the River Ohio, 1 Stat. 123 (1790).

22. 1 Stat. 106, 108 (1790).
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statutes that bore disproportionately on slave owners. Therefore, while Congress

deprived itself of the power to abolish slavery, the pattern suggests that the com-

pensation clause protected existing and future slave owners in these territories from

financial harms or if emancipation accompanied statehood.

Just like the dynamics that drove constitutional drafters to adopt compensation

clauses in the states, proslavery members of Congress, first, had the power to influ-

ence the drafting of the Bill of Rights, and, second, feared that the existing institu-

tional configuration offered insufficient protection for slavery. Moreover, the same

members of Congress who adopted the Fifth Amendment used a similar provision

to protect slave owners’ investments in the territories. While little direct evidence

reveals why the First Congress adopted the Fifth Amendment’s compensation

clause, circumstantial evidence suggests that they behaved like state constitutional

drafters, who used compensation to protect the interests of vulnerable slave owners.

CONCLUSION

Property ownership and property rights are often portrayed as “safeguard[s] for

political liberty,” protecting individuals “against arbitrary government” in the US

constitutional tradition (Ely 2008, xi). Such decidedly liberal portrayals of property

rights are potentially misleading, at least as they apply to just compensation. Such

accounts, which stress the value of liberty, are difficult to square with the decidedly

illiberal impulses driving the decisions of many constitutional drafters to guarantee

just compensation for government interference with slavery.

While compensation often protected individuals when authorities interfered

with all kinds of private property, the constitutional proliferation of this guarantee

was strongly influenced by a particular kind of property, namely, slavery. Slave own-

ers sought to protect their investments at constitutional drafting conventions, but

they varied in their strategies. When they were confident about slavery’s political

prospects, they avoided compensation clauses, fearing, presumably, that compensa-

tion might legitimize their opponents’ positions. However, when proslavery drafters

were anxious about their own political prospects, they were more likely to support

the compensation principle, often including these provisions in the slavery sections

of constitutions. This pattern suggests that property rights are not solely the product

of—what we have come to call—liberal motives. Rather, these rights often and

readily accommodated slave owners’ illiberal goals to protect slavery.

With a few notable exceptions (Zackin 2010, 2013), US constitutional devel-

opment—and the US Bill of rights in particular—has often escaped characteriza-

tions consistent with the hegemonic preservation thesis, but evidence about the

origins of just compensation in US constitutionalism suggests that rights in the

American tradition may not be so different from the development of rights abroad

(Hirschl 2004). Like other elites who have faced increasing democratic pressures,

American slave owners were often making strategic calculations about how they

might best preserve their own interests. Sometimes, constitutional rights offered

these elites an appealing alternative, but usually only after they believed that insti-

tutional alternatives were insufficient. Slave owners’ varied willingness to embrace
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just compensation suggests that at least some aspects of American constitutional

development may not be as exceptional as commonly portrayed.
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